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Reasoning Ability 

Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given 
below: 
Ten persons are A, B, C, D, E, P, Q, R, S, T are sitting in two parallel rows such that A, B, C, D, 
E sits in row 1 faces towards north direction and P, Q, R, S and T sits in the row 2 such that 
all are facing south direction. Person sitting in the row 1 faces the person sitting in row 2. B 
sits third to the right of D and one of them sit at an extreme end. P is an immediate 
neighbor of the one who faces B. Only one person sit between P and R. Q is not an 
immediate neighbor of P. The one who faces R is an immediate neighbor of A. C faces Q. 
Only one person sit between the one who faces A and S. T is to the right of Q. E sits to the 
immediate left of B. 
Q1. Who among the following faces P? 
(a) D 
(b) A 
(c) C 
(d) E 
(e) None of these 
 
Q2. Four of the following are alike in a certain way so form a group which of the following 
does not belong to that group? 
(a) R 
(b) D 
(c) Q 
(d) C 
(e) T 
 
Q3. Which of the following is not true regarding P? 
(a) Two persons sits to the right of P  
(b) Q sits second to the left of P. 
(c) P faces the one who is an immediate neighbour of B. 
(d) D is an immediate neighbour of the one who faces P. 
(e) Only one person sit between P and R 
 
Q4. What is the position of C with respect to A? 
(a) Second to the left  
(b) Third to the right 
(c) Immediate right 
(d) Immediate left 
(e) Second to the right 
 
Q5. What is the position of T with respect to S? 
(a) Third to the left 
(b) Second to the right 
(c) Forth to the left 
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(d) Third to the right 
(e) Fifth to the right 
 

Directions (6-7): Study the following series carefully and answer the questions. 
D is the mother of K and spouse of H. L who is son of H, is married to P. P and S are siblings 
and D has one grandchild J.  
Q6. What is the relation of K with respect to J? 
(a) Mother 
(b) Aunt 
(c) Brother 
(d) Uncle 
(e) Either (b) or (d) 
 
Q7. How L is related to S? 
(a) Mother-in-law 
(b) Sister-in-law 
(c) Brother-in-law 
(d) Grandfather 
(e) None of these 
8. If vowels are arranged first, of a word ‘PARLIAMENT’ in alphabetical order from left to 
right, then consonant are arranged in alphabetical order. After this, each letter is replaced 
with next succeeding letter according to alphabetical order then what will be 4th element 
from right end? 
(a) B 
(b) Q 
(c) O 
(d) N 
(e) F 
 
Directions (9-13): Study the following series carefully and answer the questions. 

6 1 2 3 5 7 8 9 7 1 3 5 7 4 6 9 5 8 6 1 4 2 6 3 9 7 5 9 4 2 1 8 
 
9. Which of the following digit is at 8th to the right of the one which is 7th from the left end? 
(a) 9   
(b) 7 
(c) 1   
(d) 6   
(e) None of these 
 
10. Which of the following digit is exactly between the one, which is 16th from left end and 
which is 9th from right end? 
(a) 9   
(b) 1   
(c) 5   
(d) 6  
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(e) None of these 
 
11. How many even digits are immediately preceded and succeeded by an odd number? 
(a) Three 
(b) More than three 
(c) One 
(d) Two 
(e) None of these 
 
12. How many odd digits are there which are immediately succeeded by a perfect square? 
(a) Three 
(b) Four 
(c) Five 
(d) Six 
(e) None of these 
 
13. How many 7’s are in the above statement there which are immediately preceded by 5? 
(a) Three 
(b) More than three 
(c) One 
(d) Two 
(e) None of these 
14. Swati starts walking towards east direction from point D. From there she turns to her 
left and then after walking some distance she turns to her right and then after covering a 
distance she turned to her left and covering some distance to reach point R. Then point R is 
in which direction of point D? 
(a) North-east 
(b) North 
(c) South-west 
(d) South-east 
(e) None of these 
 
15. How many letters in the word ‘Reaction’ are there in the above arrangement which has 
as many as letters in between them as according to alphabetical series? 
(a) Three 
(b) More than three 
(c) One 
(d) Two 
(e) None of these 
 
 
 

Click Here 
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Direction (16 – 20) : Read the following passage and answer the question. P, Q, R, S, T and U 

having birthdays in different months namely, January, April, May, October, November and 

December. Q have his birthday in the month which has 30 days. There is only one birthday 

between S’ birthday and Q’s. There are birthday of two person between P’s birthday and S’s 

birthday. T’s birthday is not in January, but after R’s birthday. U’s birthday is in the month 

which has 31 days, after T’s birthday. P is born after S. 

16. The Birthday month for P is?  

(a) January  

(b) November 

(c) October 

(d) April 

(e) None of these  

17.Which one of the following does not belong to the group?  

(a) P  

(b) T  

(c) S  

(d) U  

(e) R 

 18. Which one of the following statement is not true?  

(a) The month in which P born is after T.  
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(b) The month in which Q born is before U.  

(c) The month in which T born is before Q.  

(d) None of the statement is true.  

(e) The month in which U born is October.  

19. If P is related to November in a certain way, T is related to January in a certain way, how 
does the person U belongs to?  

(a) October  

(b) May  

(c) November  

(d) December  

(e) April  

20. How many months are there between the birthday months of S and P?  

(a) One  

(b) Six  

(c) Three  

(d) None  

(e) Immediate 

Directions (21-23): In each question below are given three statements followed by two 
conclusions numbered I and II. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they 
seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then decide which of the given 
conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 
(a) If only conclusion I follows.  
(b) If only conclusion II follows. 
(c) If either conclusion I or II follows.  
(d) If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  
(e) If both conclusions I and II follow.  
21. Statements: All bricks are stones.  

                            Some stones are rocks.  
                          All rocks are mountains.  

 Conclusion: I. Some mountains are stones.  
    II. All stones being bricks is a possibility.  
 
22. Statements: Some radios are telephones.   

                              All telephones are mirrors.  
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                              All mirrors are desks.  
 Conclusion: I. No telephone is a desk.   
    II. All radios being mirrors is a possibility.  
 
23. Statements:  All houses are wheels.  

Some wheels are trees.   
No tree is a plant.   

 Conclusion:  I. No plant is a tree.  
    II. All houses are trees. 
 

24-25): In these questions relationship between different elements is shown in the 
statements. These statements are followed by two conclusions. Read the statements and 
then decide which of the following conclusion follow from the given statements and mark 
your answer as:   
24. P≤B>J, W<Z>P, U≥B>D,  
(I) J<U 
(II) P=D 
(a) Only I follows 
(b) Only II follows 
(c) Either I or II follows 
(d) Both I and II follows 
(e) None follow 
25. X<C=V, C>J≤K=G<E 
(I) V>E 
(II) X<K 
(a) Only I follows 
(b) Only II follows 
(c) Either I or II follows 
(d) Both I and II follows 
(e) None follow 
S=26-27): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Point Q is 5m south of point P. Point R is 5m east of point Q. Point R is 10m north of point S. 
Point T is 5m west of point S. Point U is 5m north of point T.  
26. How far is point Q with respect to point U? 
(a) 9m  
(b) 5m 
(c) 4m 
(d) 6m 
(e) 7m 
27. Point P is in which direction with respect to point S? 
(a) South  
(b) South-east 
(c) North 
(d) North-east 
(e) North-west 
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Direction (28-32): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

In a certain code language: 

“human are intelligent person” is coded as “fg wq dl kp” 

“person are emotionally here” is coded as “kp wq nm bg” 

“intelligent student becomes today” is coded as “dl fv ut py” 

“you are today here” is coded as “ft wq py bg” 

 

28. What is the code for “intelligent person” in the given code language? 
(a) dl fg 
(b) dl kp 
(c) py ft 
(d) nm fg 
(e) None of these 
 

29. What is the code for “human” in the given code language? 

(a) fg 
(b) bg 
(c) fv 
(d) ft 
(e) nm 
 
30. Which of the following word is coded as “ut” in the given code language? 
(a) becomes  
(b) person 
(c) student 
(d) human 
(e) Either (a) or (c) 
 
31. What is the code for “today” in the given code language? 

(a) py 
(b) wq 
(c) dl 
(d) nm 
(e) fg 
 
32. If “today market” is coded as “ju py” then “around market” is coded as? 
(a) ju mn 
(b) dl wq 
(c) ju mx 
(d) fg py 
(e) None of these 
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33. In a certain code ‘ROAD’ is written as 7936 and CODE is written as 2965. How is RACE 
written in that code? 
(a) 7693 
(b) 3295 
(c) 6532 
(d) 6537 
(e) 7325 
34. If the letters in the word BRIGHT rearranged as they appear in the English alphabetical 
order then the position of how many letter will remain unchanged after the 
rearrangement? 
(a) None 
(b) One  
(c) Two 
(d) Three 
(e) More than three 
35. Not Remember  

 

Numerical Ability 

Directions (36-40) :- The given bar graph shows the total no. of students of 5 different 
schools and no. of boys from each school. 
Study the graph carefully and answer the following questions. 
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36. What is the ratio between no. of boys of school B and no. of girls of school C? 
(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
(d)  
(e)  
 
37. No. of girls of school B and C together is what percent of total students of school A? 
(a) 150% 
(b) 125% 
(c) 100% 
(d) 66.67% 
(e) 75% 
 
38. What is the average no. of boys in school A, B, C and E? 
(a) 1800 
(b) 2250 
(c) 2300 
(d) 1950 
(e) 2875 
 
39. Girls in school A and B together are what percent more/less than girls of school B and D 
together? 
(a) 60% 
(b) 50% 
(c) 40% 
(d) 70% 
(e) 80% 
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40. No. of boys in school B and E together are how much more/less than girls in school A, C 
and D together? 
(a) 500 
(b) 1000 
(c) 1500 
(d) 2000 
(e) 0 
(41-45): Find the value of question mark (?) in following number series: 
41. 12,     12,     15,     23,     38,     ?   

(a) 63 

(b) 61 

(c) 62 

(d) 58  

(e) 38  

42. 15,     33,     103,     417,     2091,     ?   

(a) 12551 

(b) 11542 

(c) 14553 

(d) 12553 

(e) 13555 

43.  2,      6, 25, 96, 285, ? 

(a) 667 

(b) 568 

(c) 846 

(d) 776 

(e) 602 

44. 105,     177,     219,     239,     245,     ?   

(a) 246 

(b) 245 

(c) 247 

(d) 250 
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(e) 248 

45. 29,     40,     57,     80,     111,     ?   

(a) 150 

(b) 151 

(c) 152 

(d) 147 

(e) 155 

46. If simple interest on a certain sum of money for three years is Rs. 450 and the 

compound interest on the same sum at the same rate for 2 years is Rs. 309, then the 
principal invested in rupees is :    

(a) Rs. 3000 

(b) Rs. 1875 

(c) Rs. 1500 

(d) Rs. 2250  

(e) Rs. 2500 

47. Government levied two types of taxes at 12% and 18% rates. Alpa must pay Rs.264 as 

total tax. If she has Rs.1800 then amount on which govt. levies 18% tax is what percent 
less than the amount on which govt. levies 12% tax? 

(a) 20% 

(b) 25% 

(c) 30% 

(d) 35% 

(e) 40% 

48. How many FOUR letter words containing at least one vowel and one consonant can be 

formed using the letters of the word JUKED so that no word is repeated in the word 

formed?  

(a) 5  

(b) 120 

(c) 60 

(d) 24 
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(e) 90 

Click Here 

 

49. A tank can be filled with water by two pipes A and B together in 36 minutes. If the pipe 

B was stopped after 30 minutes, rest of the tank filled in 10 minutes. The pipe B can 
alone fill the tank in    

(a) 45 minutes 

(b) 60 minutes 

(c) 75 minutes 

(d) 90 minutes 

(e) None of these 

50.  A train met with an accident 120 km from station A. It completed the remaining 

journey at  of its previous speed and reached 2 hours late at station B. Had the 

accident taken place 300 km further, it would have been only 1 hour late, what is the 

speed of the train?  

(a) 50 kmph 

(b) 60 kmph 

(c) 45 kmph 

(d) 58 kmph 

(e) 65 kmph 
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Directions (51-60): What should come in place of question mark (?) in the following 

questions? 

Q51. 1528 + 525 ÷ 25 – 840 = 510 + ?    
(a) 199 
(b) 299 
(c) 159 
(d) 189 
(e) 165 
 

Q52.  ÷ 7 + 18.5 × 16 – 18% of 10800 = ? – 1800   
(a) 259 
(b) 169 
(c) 157 
(d) 129 
(e) 141 
 

Q53. 65% of 180 + ?% of 210 = 80% of 225 
(a) 45 
(b) 30 
(c) 40 
(d) 50 
(e) 25 
 

Q54.  
(a) 145 
(b) 115 
(c) 120 
(d) 135 
(e) 125 
 

Q55.  of  of 153 = ?    

(a) 8 
(b) 12 
(c) 7 
(d) 6 
(e) 4 
 

Q56. ? +  + 1  = 1  + 2  + 7    

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

(d)  
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(e)  

 
Q57.    

(a) 17 
(b) 23 
(c) 15 
(d) 13 
(e) 11 
 

Q58. (180 × 170) ÷ 16 ÷ ? = 153 × 6 + 612    
(a) 1.75 
(b) 1.20 
(c) 1.25 
(d) 1.45 
(e) 1.80 
 

Q59. (24)² – (12)² – (10)² + (?)² = 207 × 3   
(a) 19 
(b) 37 
(c) 13 
(d) 23 
(e) 17 
 

Q60.  (1285 + 215 – 720) ÷ (1620 + 1200 – 69.5 × 40) =? 
(a) 23.5 
(b) 13  
(c) 21.5  
(d)17.5 
(e) 19.5 

61. A man can row 15 kmph in still water and it takes him 75 minutes to row to a place and 
back if the speed of current is 3 Kmph, then how far is the place?    

(a) 9 km 

(b) 6 km 

(c) 12 km 

(d) 15 km 

(e) 13.5 km 

62. There are 5 multiple choice questions in an examination. How many sequences of 

answers are possible, if the first three questions have 4 choices each and the next two 

have 6 choices each?    

(a) 2804  
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(b) 3456  

(c) 7776  

(d) 2304  

(e) 1024 

63. A bag has seven red, four white and three green balls while another bag has five red, 

six yellow and three blue balls. A bag is selected at random and a ball drawn out of it, 

then Find the probability that the ball drawn is red.    

(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

(d) 1 

(e)  

64. Rahul’s grandfather was 11 times older to him 6 years ago and he will be 3 times 

of Rahul’s age 18 years from now. Six years hence form now, what will be the ratio 

of Rahul’s age to that of his grandfather?    

(a) 5 : 11 

(b) 11 : 5 

(c)  4 : 15 

(d) 13 : 3 

(e) 3 : 13 

65. What will be the cost of fencing the rectangular field whose area is 486 sq. m. if the cost 

of fencing is Rs 11 per meter and length of the field is 50% more than the breadth of 

the field. 

(a) Rs 1100 

(b) Rs 990 

(c) Rs 880 

(d) Rs 770 

(e) Rs. 660 

 

Directions (66-70): Solve the following equations and mark the correct option given 
below.  
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(a) if  

(b) if  

(c) if  

(d) if  

(e) if  or no relation can be established  

66. (i) x² – 45x + 504 = 0 

 (ii) y² – 49y + 600 = 0     

67.(i) 10x² – 31x + 24 = 0 

 (ii) 10y² – 29y + 21 = 0    

68.(i) 2x² – 13x + 15 = 0 

 (ii) 9y² – 18y + 8 = 0 

69. (i) 7x + 3y = 33    

 (ii) 8x + 2y = 28 

70.(i) x² + 9x – 70 = 0 

 (ii) y² + 9y – 90 = 0 

English Language 

Direction (71-80): Read the following passage and answer the following questions 
accordingly. 
The new data on GDP have raised a political storm, with the back series for GDP growth 
since 1993-94 becoming available. Its importance lies in the fact that in 2015, a new series 
was announced which showed India’s GDP growing faster than the earlier series had 
shown. This was politically advantageous to the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) 
government which came to power in 2014.The NDA claimed that the second United 
Progressive Alliance (UPA II) government had messed up the economy and it had turned it 
around. But, in the new series, the rate of growth during the last two years of UPA II was 
also higher than what the old series showed so that the economic performance under the 
UPA also did not look so bad. What the new series also showed was that the NDA had 
inherited an economy with GDP growing at 8.4% in the second quarter of 2014. Most 
macroeconomic variables had also recovered from their lows in 2013. 
Data show that after the NDA took over, the rate of growth fell and then rose to a peak of 
8.65% in 2015-16 Q4. After that it fell for five consecutive quarters — to 5.57% by 2017-18 
Q1. The two shocks to the economy (demonetization and then the GST) had a big negative 
impact on the rate of growth. This is not even captured in the new data since a shock 
requires a change in methodology for calculation of GDP. The political slugfest between the 
Bharatiya Janata Party and the Congress is due to data showing that the average growth 
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rate under the UPA I and II was higher than what has been achieved during the present 
NDA regime. There are three distinct aspects to the controversy. First, why was the back 
series —now the bone of contention — needed? Second, what do the data show? And, third, 
why was the rate of growth during the UPA regimes higher? 
An economy produces a large number of goods and services and new ones are added all the 
time. The production of all these items has to be estimated in order to calculate the rate of 
growth of the economy. This requires lots of data, which is a tall order. So, a select set of 
items is taken to represent the entire production. The question which arises is: How 
accurate are the data? Technology poses another challenge. Older items become redundant 
and newer ones need to be included. So, as time passes, the earlier series of data does not 
represent the true growth rate of the economy and needs to be modified. That is why the 
old series is replaced by a new one periodically. The earlier series (from 2004-05) was 
replaced by a new series (from 2011-12).  
The difficulty with the new series (2011-12) was because it not only changed the bundle of 
items used to calculate growth but also used a more extensive data base (of companies) 
called MCA21. This data base was available from 2006-07. However, it kept changing every 
year and did not stabilize till 2010-11 — so it was not comparable across years and could 
not be used to generate the back series. This is also why the task of the committee was a 
difficult one and it could not mechanically generate the back series. The committee had to 
use a new method which has its own assumptions, which are likely to be debated by 
experts. A bias in the results seems to be that the growth rate in the new time series for the 
earlier part (the 1990s) is lower than in the old series whereas it is higher for the later part 
(the 2000s). It is also unable to take the black economy and the changes in the unorganized 
sectors into account.  
 The implicit admission is that the economy did grow faster under the UPA but due to 
wrong policies (allowing the fiscal deficit to rise, undue expansion of bank loans, etc). The 
argument is that these have led to non-performing assets (the twin balance sheet problem), 
higher inflation and current account deficit. But the higher growth was on the back of a 
38% rate of investment and a 36% rate of savings achieved by 2007-08. These are now 
down to 32% and 30%, respectively. The 2007-08 crisis was a global one but the Indian 
economy continued to grow when many other economies were slowing down due to 
increase in fiscal deficit from its record low in 2007. The crisis of 2012-13 was due to the 
rise in petroleum prices and largely due to international factors. However, the current 
slowdown is largely policy induced and less due to international factors. The twin shocks 
(demonetization and the GST) have played havoc with the unorganized sector (not yet 
captured in the data). Household savings have declined sharply and the investment climate 
remains poor with large numbers of dollar millionaires leaving the country. The 
government might consider leaving the data debate to experts and not making it a political 
one. 
71. Why is a sudden blow to the economy not captured in the new data? 
(a)The earlier series of data does not represent the true growth rate of the economy and 
needs to be modified. 
(b)As the government had messed up the economy and it had turned it around. 
(c)Since a shock requires a change in methodology for calculation of GDP. 
(d) As analysts cannot figure out the statistics accurately to maintain the records. 
(e) None of these. 
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72. Why is an old series of data replaced by a new series periodically? 
(a) In order to track down the international factors. 
(b) Earlier series of data does not represent the true growth rate of the economy and needs 
to be modified. 
(c) For the recovery of macroeconomic variables from their lows. 
(d) For ensuring the record of undue expansion of bank loans. 
(e) All of these. 
73. What was/were the complication(s) with the new series generated? 
(a) Used a more extensive database which kept changing every year. 
(b) It is able to take the changes in organized sectors into account. 
(c)Changed the bundle of items used to calculate growth. 
(d) Both (a) and (b) 
(e) Both (a) and (c) 
74. What is/are the aftermath(s) of the wrong policy that made economy grow faster under 
UPA? 
(a) Current account deficit. 
(b) Non-performing assets. 
(c) Higher inflation. 
(d) Both (b) and (c). 
(e) All (a), (b) and (C). 
75. Which of the following statements is definitely false according to the passage? 
(a) The crisis of 2012-13 was due to the rise in petroleum prices and largely due to 
international factors. 
(b) The two shocks to the economy had a big negative impact on the rate of growth. 
(c)In 2007-08 crisis, Indian economy continued to shrink while other economies were 
pacing up. 
(d)The rate of growth during the UPA regimes was higher. 
(e)Economy did grow faster under the UPA but due to wrong policies. 
76. How did the demonetization and GST impact unorganized sector? 
(a)Increase in fiscal deficit from its record low 
(b)Household savings have declined sharply. 
(c)Investment Climate remains poor. 
(d) Both (a) and (b). 
(e) Both (b) and (c). 
Direction: 77-78): Choose the word which is most similar in meaning to the word 

printed in bold in the context of the passage. 

77. MESSED 

(a) Disorder 

(b) flayed 

(c) spawned 

(d) zapped  

(e) resisted  
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78. CONTROVERSY 

(a) Concurrence 

(b) Compliment 

(c) Squabble 

(d) Accord 

(e) Forbearance 

Direction: 79-80): Choose the word which is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning to the word 

printed in bold in the context of the passage. 

79. MODIFIED  

(a) altered 

(b) adjusted 

(c) fitted 

(d) mutated 

(e) Stabilize 

80. STABILIZE  

(a) balance 

(b) alter 

(c) preserve 

(d) secure 

(e) steady 
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Direction: 81-85): In the following question, a sentence is divided into five different 
parts including two highlighted ones. The highlighted parts of the sentence are 
grammatically correct and do not require any correction. However, the remaining 
three parts may contain errors in one or more than one parts of the sentence. Choose 
the best alternative among the five options given below each sentence that 
determines the portions that require correction to make the sentence grammatically 
correct. 
81. To the argument of some people on to strengthen (I)/ our health services, in spite of 
allocating resources for demand, (II)/ side schemes such as Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya 
Yojana (PMJAY), (III)/ we should acknowledge that the public sector provides for 
(IV)/ only one-third of hospitalized care, and the rest is provided by private hospitals. (V) 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (V) 
(c)Both (I) and (II) 
(d)Both (I) and (V) 
(e)No error 
82. The burden of infectious (I)/ and non-communicable diseases, (II)/coupled with 
accidents and trauma, (III)/ is yet another challenge for (IV)/ a middle-income country 
as India. (V) 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (V) 
(c)Both (I) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (V) 
(e)No error 
83. The extension of the road towards the ridge (I)/ will have twin implication over the 
tri-junction point (II)/ among India, Bhutan and China, and the security of the Siliguri 
Corridor, (III)/ a tiny sliver of land that connects (IV)/ India’s north-eastern states to the 
rest of the country. (V) 
(a)Only (II) 
(b)Only (IV) 
(c)Both (III) and (IV) 
(d)Both (II) and (III) 
(e)No error 
84. Not only digital India is about (I)/ enabling digital infrastructure for products and 
services,(II)/ but also about bridging the gender divide (III)/ and empowering the poor, 
(IV)/ said Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad. (V) 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (IV) 
(c)Both (II) and (IV) 
(d)Both (I) and (II) 
(e)No error 
85. The government has asked (I)/ the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to prepare a list of 
candidates (II)/ for merger among 21 government banks (III)/ as it seeks to 
strengthen a banking system (IV)/ laden with bad debt, people familiar with the matter 
said. (V) 
(a)Only (I) 
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(b)Only (IV) 
(c)Both (I) and (IV) 
(d)Both (IV) and (V) 
(e)No error 
Direction 86-90): The following question consists of a sentence, whose certain parts 
are highlighted in bold. The highlighted portion is grammatically correct. Each 
sentence is followed by the three expressions which may or may not contain 
grammatical errors. Choose the most appropriate alternative among the five options 
which states the incorrect part(s) of the sentence. If the given sentence is 
grammatically correct and contextually meaningful, choose option (e) i.e., “No error” 
as your answer. 
86. They let you fall in the water, and you would have been drowned, if it wouldn't be for 
me. 
(I) in the water, 
(II) have been drowned, 
(III) if it wouldn’t be for me 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (III) 
(c)Both (II) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (III) 
(e)No error 
87. If you want to know that where your heart is, look to where your mind goes when it 
wanders. 
(I) that where your heart is 
(II) your mind goes 
(III) when it wanders 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (II) 
(c)Both (II) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (III) 
(e)No error 
88. More information leads to more peace, unless you want to argue that ignorant is 
more peaceful. 
(I) leads to more peace, 
(II) unless you 
(III) ignorant is more peaceful 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (III) 
(c)Both (II) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (III) 
(e)No error 
89. To remove the tree from the backyard will transform the landscape into a wide open 
space. 
(I) To remove the tree 
(II) will transform 
(III) the landscape into a 
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(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (III) 
(c)Both (II) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (III) 
(e)No error 
90. If I had known that you were going to the movie, I would have gone too. 
(I) If I had 
(II) you were going 
(III) I would have gone too 
(a)Only (I) 
(b)Only (III) 
(c)Both (II) and (III) 
(d)Both (I) and (III) 
(e)No error 
Direction: 91-95): Rearrange the following five sentences (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) in the 
proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph and then answer the questions given 
below. 
91. (A)  Rana is one of a growing number of professionals who are channeling their passion 
into food. 
(B) This is not a new phenomenon, of course — we have had IT professionals swapping 
codes for farms, bloggers hosting secret suppers, and a MasterChef-inspired generation of 
Instagram chefs. 
(C) However, food is not an easy industry to be in. 
(D) We talk to a few new foodpreneurs who have switched career paths and are addressing 
the needs of this evolved, more conscious market. 
(E) As the food landscape evolves, newer examples are cropping up. 
(a) ABCDE 
(b) ACBDE 
(c) ABECD 
(d) ADCEB 
(e) AEDBC 
92. (A) The era of sharing space for designated slots of time is here. 
(B) Then came renting and leasing. But even that is passé. 
(C) There were times when properties were bought and companies raised grand edifices to 
house their offices with paraphernalia. 
(D) With nearly two decades of the new millennium behind us today, the new technology is 
urging compaction of time and space. 
(E) The future lies in aggregation of time and space. 
(a) EBCDA 
(b) ECBDA 
(c) EADCB 
(d) ECDBA 
(e) EADBC 
93. (A) With the modernization of our homes, cooking is no longer done behind four walls 
(B) the kitchen needs to be open to attract attention and is often the hub of the home. 
(C) and have transformed into aesthetically pleasing spaces. 
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(D) In any home, the kitchen is considered as one of the most important spaces. 
(E) Our kitchens thereby have moved from being only utilitarian 
(a) DCBAE 
(b) DCEAB 
(c) DBAEC 
(d) DEBCA 
(e) DABEC 
94. (A) apart from the potential for upholding human values, is our ability to make choices, 
to take control of our destiny. 
(B) Unless we go with nature, we won’t be able to survive any longer, in Stephen Hawking’s 
words, “the next thousand years” on this fragile planet”. 
(C) It all comes down to karma, what goes around comes around. Humans have committed 
mass deforestation, nature has rewarded us with climate change, unexpected storms, 
wildfires and sea levels. 
(D) That’s not just why we must be careful in terms of the lifestyle we choose. What 
differentiates us humans from other species, 
(E) Today it all comes down to our lifestyle choices, each of which, corporations have 
ensured have strong repercussions on nature. 
(a) CDAEB 
(b) CDEAB 
(c) CEADB 
(d) CADBE 
(e) CBDEC 
95. (A) The boys have queued up, the overseer has inspected their dhoti-kurtas, 
(B) I am at the ashram gate, wondering if the priest will let me in. 
(C) I walk in hesitantly, but the monk smiles warmly and points to an empty chair. 
(D) and they are now waiting patiently for instructions from the priest , who is on the 
phone. 
(E) Everything is ready for the evening prayer at the ashram. 
(a) EDBCA 
(b) EADBC 
(c) ECBDA 
(d) ECDAB 
(e) EBDCA 
Direction (96-100): 
When we initially started thirty years ago in 1997, we did not know anything about how to 
run the bank for the poor. We, therefore, looked at how others ran their operations and 
(96)_____ from their mistakes. 
In Bangladesh, conventional banks and credit co-operative always(97)____lump sum 
payments. This created(98)_____ problems because repaying the lump sum was a mental 
hurdle for borrowers. They tended to delay repayment and get further into debt in the 
(99)_____. In the end usually defaulted totally on the loan, which was a loss to the bank. In 
structuring our own loans. I decided to ask for the daily payment, Monitoring repayment 
was (100)_____and it filled with confidence that they could repay their loans. 
96. A. copied. 
B. observed. 
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C. learned. 
D. understood. 
E. improving. 
97. A. asked. 
B. insisted. 
C. demanded. 
D. settled. 
E. lend. 
98. A. severe. 
B. no. 
C. additionally. 
D. variety. 
E. plenty. 
99. A. time. 
B. process. 
C. return. 
D. event. 
E. action. 
100. A. benefit. 
B. easier. 
C. reckless. 
D. disorganized. 
E. secure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answer Key  
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1. Ans. (d) 
2. Ans. (e) 
3. Ans .(d) 
4. Ans. (b) 
5. Ans. (b) 
 

 

 

6. Ans. (e) 
7. Ans. (c) 
8. . Ans.(c) 
Sol. PARLIAMENT   - AAEILMNPRT  -       BBFJMNOQSU    
 
Directions (9-13): 

9. Ans. (d) 
10. Ans. (b) 
11. Ans. (d) 
12. Ans. (d) 
13. Ans. (d) 
14. A 

 

15. A 

 

Direction (16-20) 
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Ans: 

Month  Person  

January  R 

April T 

May S 

October U 

November Q 

December P 

 

16. E 

17. B 

18. B 

19. B 

20. B 

21. E 

 

22. B 

 

23. A 

 

24. Ans:A, 
Exp: (I) J<U (true) (II) P=D (false) 
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25. Ans:E, 
Exp: (I) V>E (false) 
(II) X<K (false) 
26.B 

 
 

27. E 

 

Direction (28-32): 

Words Codes 

Human fg 

Are wq 

Intelligent dl 

Person kp 

Emotionally nm 

Here bg 

Student/becomes fv/ut 

Today py 
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You ft 

 

28. Ans. (b) 

29. Ans. (a) 
30. Ans. (e) 
31. Ans. (a) 
32. Ans. (c) 

Click Here 

 
33. Ans:E, 
Exp: Code for RACE-7325 
34. Ans:C Exp: Given word- BRIGHT 

After rearrangement-BGHIRT 
35…… 

(36-40) 
36. Ans (a) 

Sol. required ratio  

                                     

 
37. Ans (d) 

Sol. required %  

                                

 
38. Ans (b) 

Sol. required average  
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39. Ans (c) 
Sol. Total girls in school A and B  

                                                                

Total girls in school B and D  
                                                        

So, required percentage  

                                                

 
40. Ans (e) 
Sol. Total no. of girls in school A, C and D  

 
                                      

Required difference  
 

41. C 

 

42. D 

 

43. B 

 

44. B 

 

45. C 
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46. Ans.(e) 

 

And, S.I for 1 year  

CI for 2 years = 309 

CI₂ – SI₂ = Rs. 9  

Difference between C.I and S.I for 2 years  

 

⇒R =  

 

 

P = Rs. 2500  

47. Ans.(a) 

Use Mixture and allegation method 

If Alpa should pay only 12% tax, then amount paid by her =  

If Alpa should pay only 18% tax, then amount paid by her =  

But she paid Rs. 264 as tax 

 

 

Amount on which govt. levy 12% tax =  

Amount on which govt. levy 18% tax =  
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Required % =  

48. Ans.(b) 

In two ways it can be formed 

One is 1 vowel and 3 consonant together 

Another one is 2 vowel and 2 consonant together 

Total number of ways to form four letter words = (²C₁ × ³C₃ + ²C₂ × ³C₂)  4! =(2+3) 24=120 

49. Ans.(d) 

Let Pipe A and B alone can fill the tank in ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively. 

 

And, 

 

On solving (i) and (ii), We get 

 

50. Ans.(b) 

Suppose usual speed of the train is v. We observe that the difference in the time is because of the middle 

300 km. In the first case train is running at normal speed and in the second case it is running at 5/6th of 
the normal speed.  

According to question,  

 

Hence  

 

51. Ans.(a) 

1528 + 21 – 840 – 510 = ?  

? = 1549 – 1350  

? = 199 

52. Ans.(c) 

 

301 + 1800 – 1944 = ?  
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? = 157. 

53. Ans.(b) 

 

 

 

54. Ans.(e) 

1500 + 140 – 1 + ? = 1764 

? = 1764 – 1639 

? = 125 

55. Ans.(d) 

 

? = 6  

56. Ans.(b) 

 

 

 

 

57. Ans.(d) 

69 + (5)² × (2)² = (?)² 

169 = (?)² 

(?)² = (13) ² 

∴ ? = 13 

58. Ans.(c) 
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? = 1.25  

59. Ans.(e) 

(?)² = 621 + 144 + 100 – 576 

(?)² = 289 = (17)² 

? = 17 

60. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 

? = (780) ÷ (2820 – 2780)  

? = 780 ÷ 40 = 19.5  

61. Ans.(a) 

Speed downstream = ( ) = 18 kmph 

Speed upstream = ( ) = 12 kmph 

Let the required distance be x km. 

 

 

⇒ 5x = 45  

⇒ x = 9 

Hence, the required distance is 9 km.  

62. Ans.(d) 

Places: -       -      -      -      - 

Digits:  4     4     4     6     6 

Total number of sequences = 4 × 4 × 4 × 6 × 6 = 2304.   

63. Ans.(b) 

In this case we need to select the probability of choosing one bag out of two given bags which will be 

=1/2 

                                                    So the required probability  =  
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64. Ans.(e) 

Let the Present age of Rahul and his grandfather be x and y. 

 

  

And, 

 

 

On solving (i) and (ii), We got 

 

Required Ratio =  

65. Ans.(b) 

 Let  ‘ ’ be the length of field   

 

  

 

 

 

Cost of fencing =  

66. Ans. (d)  

(i) x² – 45x + 504 = 0 

x² – 24x – 21x + 504 = 0 

  

  

x = 24, 21 

(ii) y² – 49y + 600 = 0 

y² – 25y – 24y + 600 = 0 
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y = 25, 24 

   

 67. Ans. (b)  

(i) 10x² – 31x + 24 = 0 

10x² – 15x – 16x + 24 = 0 

  

  

x =    

(ii) 10y² –29y + 21 = 0  

10y² – 14y – 15y + 21 = 0  

  

  

y = ,  

∴   

68. Ans. (a)  

(i) 2x² – 13x + 15 = 0 

2x² – 10x – 3x + 15 = 0  

  

  

x = 5,    

(ii) 9y² – 18y + 8 = 0 

9y² – 12y – 6y + 8 = 0 

  

  

y =    
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 x > y 

69. Ans. (c)  

(i) 7x = 3y = 33 

(ii) 8x + 2y = 28 

Multiply (i) by 2 & (ii) by 3  

14x + 6y = 66 

24x + 6y = 84 

By solving, we got  

x =   

y =  

y > x 

70. Ans. (e)  

(i) x² + 9x –70 = 0 

x² + 14x – 5x – 70 = 0 

  

  

x = – 14, 5 

(ii) y² + 9y – 90 = 0  

y² + 15y – 6y – 90 = 0 

  

  

y = – 15, 6 

∴ No relation can be established between  and    

71. Ans:C 
Exp: Option (c) is the appropriate choice. Refer to paragraph 2 where it is mentioned that 
the two shocks to the economy (demonetization and then the GST) had a big negative impact 
on the rate of growth. This is not even captured in the new data since a shock requires a 
change in methodology for calculation of GDP. 
72. Ans:B, 
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Exp: The only option which is correct is option (b).The answer can be deduced from 
paragraph 3 where it is mentioned that older items become redundant and newer ones 
need to be included. So, as time passes, the earlier series of data does not represent the true 
growth rate of the economy and needs to be modified. That is why the old series is replaced 
by a new one periodically. 

 
73. Ans:E 
EXP: Refer to paragraph 4 where the text is quoted as the difficulty with the new series 
(2011-12) was because it not only changed the bundle of items used to calculate growth 
but also used a more extensive data base (of companies) called MCA21. This data base was 
available from 2006-07. However, it kept changing every year. 
74. Ans:E (e) is the correct choice. Refer to paragraph 5 where it is explicitly mentioned 
that the implicit admission is that the economy did grow faster under the UPA but due to 
wrong policies (allowing the fiscal deficit to rise, undue expansion of bank loans, etc).The 
argument is that these have led to non-performing assets (the twin balance sheet problem), 
higher inflation and current account deficit. 
75. Ans:C 
Exp: Option(c) is the most suitable choice. It is the only false statement. The correction of it 
is : The 2007-08 crisis was a global one but the Indian economy continued to grow when 
many other economies were slowing down due to increase in fiscal deficit from its record low 
in 2007. 
76. Ans:E 
Exp: Option (e) is the appropriate answer. Refer to the last paragraph where it is given that 

household savings have declined sharply and the investment climate remains poor with large 

numbers of dollar millionaires leaving the country.  

77. Ans:A, 

Exp: The correct answer is option (a). 
Mess means ‘to make untidy or dirty’; 
78. Ans:C 

Exp: The correct answer is option (c).  

Controversy [noun]: prolonged public disagreement or heated discussion. 
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Squabble [noun]: a noisy quarrel about something trivial.  

79. Ans:E 

Exp: The correct answer is option (e); 

Stabilize: to make a thing to preserve its characteristics.  

Altered, adjusted, fitted and mutated are the synonyms of ‘modified’.  

80. Ans:B 

Exp: The correct answer is option (b).  

Alter means to modify and brings a change in a thing. 

Stabilize means to enable a thing to preserve its characteristics.  

81. Ans:C 
Exp: . In the given sentence, parts (I) and (II) contain grammatical as well as contextual 
errors. To correct part (I) of the sentence, replace, “to strengthen” by “strengthening”. 
Moreover, in part (II), replace “in spite of” by “instead of” as in spite of means without 
being affected by the particular factor mentioned; while “instead of” means as a substitute 
or replacement; in the place or instead of someone or something. Hence, option (c) is the 
most suitable answer choice 
82. Ans:B 
Exp: In the given sentence, part (V) contains an error. To make the phrase grammatically 
correct, replace “as” by “like”. Both the words are used to show similarities however “As” is 
followed by a noun or pronoun which is immediately followed by a verb. It usually 
introduces an adverb clause of manner or comparison whereas 'like' is used to state that 
someone is very similar to another. Like is a preposition and should be followed by a noun 
or pronoun. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice. 
83. Ans:D 
Exp: In the given sentence, parts (II) and (III) contain error in it. In phrase (II), “twin” is an 
adjective which is describing two similar things that are a pair. Since it is describing about 
two implications, the plural form of the noun “implication” must be used, i.e. “implications”. 
Moreover, in phrase (III), “among” should be replaced by “between”. It is often taught that 
“between” is used for 2 items and “among” for 3 or more. But this is not completely 
accurate. The more accurate difference is Between is used when naming distinct, individual 
items (can be 2, 3, or more) while Among is used when the items are part of a group, or are 
not specifically named (MUST be 3 or more). Hence, option (d) is the most appropriate 
answer choice. 
84. Ans: A, 
Exp: In the given sentence, part (I) contains a grammatical error. It is to be noted that when 
using not only . . . but also in a sentence, parallelism should be the goal. It means that the 
words following both parts of this correlative conjunction (i.e., not only and but also) 
should belong to the same parts of speech. Hence the correct part (I) should be “Digital 
India is not only about”. All the other given phrases are correct, hence, option (a) is the 
most suitable answer choice. 
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85. Ans:E 
Exp: All the parts of the given sentence are grammatically correct and contextually 
meaningful. Since they do not require any corrections, option (e) is the most suitable 
answer choice.  
86. Ans: D 
Exp: Expressions (I) and (III) of the sentence contain error. It is to be noted that the 
difference between “in” and “into” is whether or not there is a movement. “Into” is used 
when something or someone is going or being put into another location. “In” is used to 
describe where someone or something already is. Therefore, “in” should be replaced by 
“into”. Moreover, while using “if- conditional clause” we use the past perfect (i.e., had + past 
participle) in the if-clause. The modal auxiliary (would, could, shoud, etc.) + have + past 
participle in the main clause expresses the theoretical situation that could have happened. 
Therefore, “wouldn’t be” should be replaced by “hadn’t been”. Thus, option (d) is the most 
suitable answer choice. 
87. Ans: A 
Exp: Phrase (I) of the sentence contains a grammatical error. It is to be noted that while 
using a relative adverb such as where, when, why, whatever and wherever etc. that/as is 
not used before the given adverb. All the other phrases are correct, hence, option (a) is the 
most suitable answer choice. 
 
88. Ans: B 
Exp: Phrase (III) of the sentence contains an error. It is to be noted that the sentence is 
making a comparison between the peace generated through information [noun- facts 
provided or learned about something or someone] and ignorant [adjective- lacking 
knowledge or awareness in general; uneducated or unsophisticated]; thus, this comparison 
is vague as the subjects are of different parts of speech. Therefore, to make phrase (III) 
grammatically correct, replace “ignorant” by “ignorance”. Hence, option (b) is the most 
suitable answer choice. 
89. Ans: A 
Exp: The first phrase of the sentence contains an error. It is to be noted that the sentence 
requires a subject to frame it into an appropriate grammatical syntax. Here, “to remove” is 
an infinitive which cannot act as a subject to the sentence, therefore, it should be replaced 
by “Removing” which will be a gerund and thus can be the subject of the sentence. All the 
other phrases are correct, hence, option (a) is the most suitable answer choice. 
90. Ans: E 
Exp: In the given sentence, along with the highlighted phrases the non-highlighted phrases 
are grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. Since, they do not require any 
corrections, option (e) is the most suitable answer choice 
91. Ans:C 
Exp: ABECD 
92. Ans:B 
Exp: ECBDA 
93. Ans:E 
Exp: DABEC 
94. Ans:A 
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Exp: CDAEB 
95. Ans:B 
Exp: EADBC 
 
96.C 
97.A 
98.A 
99.B 
100.B 
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